
Contract review and advice, the most frequently used service. 
Review complex construction contracts and help you tell the difference between risk areas that are manageable
through good contract administration, those that can be priced in and those that are deal breakers.
Deal breakers - explain what’s wrong and what you can negotiate to fix it.  
Most subcontractors HHG Legal Group have worked with have come back and reported full concessions on the
deal breakers.
HHG Legal Group give subcontractors the confidence to understand just how valuable their services really are.
Dispute resolution –  Emphasis on resolution (not long, protracted legal battles). However, to work out how to
avoid long protracted battles it helps to have fought and won a few.  HHG Legal Group have, across all WA courts,
tribunals, adjudications and arbitrations.
Assistance with Security of payment: under both the old Construction Contracts Act and, when it takes effect, the
new security of payment legislation.
Strong presence in the regions: longstanding, full-time, professionally staffed offices (not just shop fronts) in
Albany, Bunbury, Mandurah and Joondalup. 

LEGAL SUPPORT FOR
AWCI WA MEMBERS

Meet Daniel Morris

HHG Legal Group’s Building and Construction lawyers not only understand the intricacies of the laws that apply to
your business, they understand your business itself.

Whether you are the principal in a contracting company,  infrastructure project or a subcontractor, your business is
guaranteed to be at risk in at least four areas: payment, timing, quality, and scope. 

HHG Legal Group's experienced team of construction lawyers will help you identify, manage and minimise your risks
from tender, to contract negotiation and onto final payment. 

Whatever the size of the project or your place in the contractual chain, HHG Legal Group's  Building & Construction
lawyers can implement strategies to improve your overall projects and your position by delivering tailored solutions
that are creative, cost-effective and commercial.

Having practiced in a variety of areas, Daniel developed a passion for the Civil and Construction Industry, guided by the
observation of a former high court Justice that: "It can never be unjust to get paid what your work is worth".

So began Daniel's quest for justice in the form of getting contractors paid what they have earned by their skilled labour.  

Daniel has been a successful trial counsel in all WA Courts and Tribunals (Supreme Court, Disrict Court, Magistrate Court, State
Administrative Tribunal and the former Building Commission), won awards in Construction law, attained a Law Masters (with a
construction emphasis) and lectured, tutored and assisted with academic programmes at several universities (Melbourne,
Curtin and Murdoch).

Via an extensive vetting process AWCI WA has chosen to partner with HHG Legal Group because after meeting their team,
we believe they will be the perfect fit for our members. They have an immense knowledge of the law and years of

experience in the WA Building Industry. They are based in WA with offices in both metropolitan and regional areas.
 

As an AWCI WA member what can they offer you or your business? 
A 15 minute free consultation or a reduced rate $440 one hour initial consultation.

Contact Daniel Morris                  9211 2607                       daniel.morris@hhg.com.au                  www.hhg.com.au

How they can assist you:


